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A LETTER FROM US
TO YOU
Happy New Year, Friends!
For so many, 2021 was considered to be one of
the most difficult years yet. There certainly was
an unprecedented amount of uncertainty,
changes, and upheaval. So let us start by
congratulating you. You made it through! As
2022 starts, and we look back on the year that
was, take a moment to congratulate yourself and
your loved ones on their resiliency.
From our family, we also want to thank you.
Despite hardship and uncertainty, lockdowns
and sicknesses, and government regulations, you
have continued to support the work of The
Intersection, and continued to sow your money
and time and gifts into being a blessing to the
world, and into the works of hope and justice
that The Intersection strives to support. Our
partner groups around the globe have also
suffered greatly during this pandemic, and your
generosity has been a bright light to many in the
midst of darkness and hopelessness.

It is easy to get discouraged and frustrated with
the state of the world around us, and it is easy to
despair as we have seen fire and flood and snow
in our area on top of Covid 19. But as a family, and
as a business we choose to rejoice, because we
see there there are still amazing people with
amazing hearts choosing to look outside of
themselves and their own circumstances, and to
care for others. And that is the greatest gift to the
world.
So from Meghann, Dane, Levi and Noah... thank
you. Thank you so much. We pray that you had a
blessed Christmas, and a happy, healthy New
Years. We are inspired by you. May 2022 continue
to be a year of hope and faith and beauty, no
matter what the circumstances throw our way.
With Thanks,
Meghann, Dane, Levi and Noah

2021
HIGHLIGHTS

THE INTERSECTION
PRINTING
Purchased printing
equipment
Launched The
Intersection Printing
Have fulfilled over 20
custom printing orders
Hosted multiple job
training days
Facilitated fulfillment of
custom printing orders

YOUR STORY
COFFEE
Back up and running
after almost a year
Ran our first wedding
event
Had our Kickstarter
fully funded
Purchased and
outfitted The Coffee
Caravan

2021 has been a year of
new beginnings for The
Intersection. We have
dreamt of many things,
but this year we saw
many of them come to
fruition.

WILLOW & OAK
CANDLES
Launched Willow & Oak
under The Intersection
brand
Hired our first employee
Launched Fall & Winter
scents
Hosted multiple
training days
Facilitated fulfillment of
custom candle orders

2021 IMPACT

72

23

Current
Partners

Countries
we work
in

45,000
Employees our
network employs
around the world

10
Safe homes
directly
supported
through our
donations and
give back goods

36
Full time artisans
wages our
purchases have
supported this
year

70,000
Hours of work for
our artisan
partners from
your purchases

CONCLUSION
This impact report is a reflection of the purchases
you have made with us. Because of your
support, we are able to continue to support these
groups, who are changing lives around the world.
Thank you so much for the support and
encouragement you have shown us throughout
this year. We couldn't do what we do without all
of you.

